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With a strong belief in the combination of function, 
creativity and style, Shayla Copas has honed her 
skills as a commercial and residential decorator. Ken 
Kimberling works diligently to combine bold and 
sleek elements with soft and welcoming touches. In 
the master bedroom, they joined forces and carefully 
selected high-end textiles from Beacon Hill and Kravet 
for the custom bedding and window treatments made 
by Angel Threads. As the centerpiece of the bedroom, 
the headboard is upholstered in faux white polar mink 
for a touch of Hollywood glamour, especially when 
combined with the Schonbek Swarovski crystal 
chandelier from TEC Electric. Special thanks to 
Jerry Davis Photography, Tipton Hurst, Alyson Jon of 
Houston, Orb Painting, HomeTronix, Angela Moore 
of Angel Threads, Amy Hill Imler and Melody Stanley 
of Red Door Gallery, TEC Electric, Brooke Vines of 
Vines Media, Sandy Hubler of The Showroom, Burl 
Elkin’s Upholstery, Larry’s Inc., mertinsdykehome, 
Bear-Hill Interiors, Pazzaz, Cleo’s West, Kerry Allen 
of Colours, Stephano’s, Powder & Smoke, About Vase, 
Melinda Markus and the Designer House Co-Chairs.

Lawrie Rash, who holds a B.F.A. in design from the University 
of Memphis, opened Ken Rash’s in Little Rock in 1992 and has 
participated in every Symphony Designer House since. “I encourage 
clients to push out of their comfort zone a little when working on 
their outdoor area because it’s like your own private retreat,” she 
says. “Make it more fun, more exotic, more contemporary. Make it a 
vacation at your own home.” She loves working with outdoor rooms 
because the beauty of nature is your backdrop, and the veranda of 
Duet I allowed her to implement more festive and exotic styles. In 
the space, she used potted arrangements by Chris Olsen of Botanica 
Gardens with teak sectional seating by Gloster for its “wonderful 
flexibility and contemporary styling.” Lawrie gives a special thanks 
to Linda Chandler.
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